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Fundaylentals of educational planning

The booklets in this series are written primarily for two types of
clientelc:--thoe engaged inor preparing foreducational plan-
ning and administration, especially in developing countries; and
others, less, specialized, such as senior government officials, and
policy-makers who seek a more, general understanding of-educa-
tional planning and of how it is 'related to overall national
development. They are devised to be of use either for private
study or in fOrmal training programmes.

Since this series was launched in 1967 the praCtice as well as the
concept of educational planning has undergone substantial
change. Many of the assumptions which underlay earlier attempts
to put some rationality into the process of educational develop-
ment have been abandoned Or at the .very least criticiied: At the
same time, the scope of educational planning itself has been
broadened. In addition to the formal system of schools, it now
includes other important educational efforts in rion-formal set-
tings and ainong adultg. Attention to the growth and expansion of
educational systems is being supplemented and sometimes 'even
replaced by a growing concern for the 'distribution of educational
opportunities -and .benefits across different regions and across
social-, ethnic and sex groups. The planning, iMplementatiOn and
evaluation Of innovations and reforms in the' Content and sub-
stanCe of education is becoming at least as important a preoccu-
pation of educational planners and administrators as the forecast-
ing of the size oCthe educational system and its output. MoreoVer,
the planning process itself is changing, giving more attention to
the implementation and evaluation of plans as well as to their

(V 6`
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Fundamentals of educational planning

'design, and exploring such possibilities as integrated planning,
participatory planning, and micro-planning.

One of the purposes of these booklets is to reflect this diversity, ,
by giving different auth9rs, coming from a wide range of back-
grounds and di'sciplines, the opportunity to express their ideas'and
to communidate their experience on various aspects of changing
theories and practiées in educationai planning.

Although the'serieshas been carefully planned, no attempt -has
been made to avoid differences or.. even contradictions in the
views expressed by the authors.. The Institute, itself does not wish
to impose any official doctrine on any planner. Thus, while the
views are the responsibility of the authors and may not always be
shared by Unesco or the IIEP, they are believed to warrant
attention in the international forum of ideas.

Since readers will vary, so widely in their backgrounds, the
authors have been given the difficult task of introducing their
subjects from the beginning, explaining technical terms that may
be commonplace to some but a mystery to others, and yet
adhering to scholarly standards. This approach will have the
advantage, it is hoped, of making the booklets optimally useful to
every reader.



Preface

In this. booklet, G. Psacharopoulos and B. C. Sanyal review the
findings of a series of studies on the employment of universitY
graduates carried out in five developing countries: Egypt, Philip-
pines, Sudan, Tanzania and Zambia. These studies haite been
conducted by national teams, in co-operation with the IIEP, in the
framework of a research programme on 'Higher Education and
Employment', under the direction of Bikas SanyaL

These issues are of crucial importance for educational planners.
The relationship between education arid employment is one of
considerable complexity and defies ovetsimplified models of
quantitative correspondence between the output of an educational
system and the expected intake of the .labour market. The
operation of the labour markete.g. recruitment 'and promotion
practices, wage policyplays an important role in this relation-
ship, as do the perceptions, attitudes and expectations of students,
graduates and employers. The nature of the: phenomenon of
unemPloyment of graduates .also varies from country to country
and with time; -.here is also a great deal of flexibility within both
the education system and the system of employment in a country
which allows for an adjusiment mechanism to be developed tO
match the two systems. All this requires more of our attention if
we wish better to understand the dynamics of the relationship
between education and employment.

In the IIEP studies these problems have been investigated
through surveys by questionnaires conducted among samples of
students and former graduates.

Specifically, the issues which have been addressed are: what are



Prefaee

the main determinants of choice among disciplines,/ and among
jobs? How does wage structure vary between sectorS of employ-
ment and between specializations? What is the degree of mis-
match between expectations and realities in respect of the reward
system of the labour market?,How does unemployment vary from
course to course and from level, to level?- Is it true that what .
appears to be 'an 'Unemployment problem' among university
graduates is in fact to a large extent a `job-seeking process',? What
role do credentials play in finding a job? To what extent do the
educational institutions help the students in the process of transi-
tion from school to work? What factors are determining the

-demand for higher education?
The authors have tried to draw from the survey findings some

hints' for 6ducationa1 planners rather than definite policy conclu-
sions. It is hoped that these policy implications, however tenta-
tive, will bring a useful contribution to planners faced with the
task of relating educational development targets with employment
objectives and, the needs of the economy.

Michel Debeauvais
Director, REP
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Introduction

The process of educational planning is very complex in at least
two dimensions. First, a myriad of 'actors' are involved in what
can be broadly labelled 'educational decision-making% and
Second, there exist innumerable issues or 'themes' within the
planning process.

Given the number of themes and actors, no single treatrnent in
the related literature can claim to have dealt in a global way with
all dimensions of the intricate 'educational planning pkocess.1

This booklet on higher education and employment makes no
exception to this rule. Its purpose is to draw together more or less
comparative evidence froth five developing countries in an effort
to, perhaps, increase our understanding on particular parts of the
actors-themes educational-planning nexus.

The data come wanly from IIEP's ProjeCi on Higher Education
and Employment. A number of supplementary sources has also,
been referred to when it was necessary for clarifying some issues.
The five countries compare( are Egypt, the Philippines, the
Sudah, Tanzania and Zambia.'

I. For an enumeration and spelling-out of the variety of issites involved, as well as
an elaboration of the necessary information for tackling these issues, see G.
Psacharopoulos (ed.), Information in educational decision-making: concepts,
country cases and sources, Paris, Unesco, 1980.

2. See. B. Sanyal and El Sammani A. Yacoub, Higher education and employment
in the Sudan. Paris, I1EP, 1975.
B. Sanyal, J. il. Case, P. S. Dow and M. E: Jackman, Higher education and the
labour market in Zambia: expectations and performance. Paris; The Unesco
Press alid the University of Zambia, 1976.

1 1
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1 The soeukconornic
a

e ork

Let us start by con-mating the no edueatnaittIng in the five
countnes under consideration: Table I presents. the basic demo-
graphic and -PC01116111.k data ig...this:r.vspect The five cbun-Uies
dilrer considerablry n population sire, ihe -Philippines having
neagly ten times .the .population of Zambia. All five. .however.
shqre a more or leSS similan- population growth rate. lying
'between 2.5 and 3 pee. cent. Although the five countries could be
classified in the LDC (kss.developed countries) -gioup, thery exist

:Considerable discrepilnciei'in per ppiia incomes.- Zambia being
the leader. In all the coumries the cross domestic product (GDP)
is dominated bv,apieulture, The Phihppincs and Effpt, hoWeer,
have larger 012res in manufacturing-generated GDP,. Finally.
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TaniaMa and the Philippines have gro vn at twice the ra c of
Zambia and the Sudan in the 1%5 to 1973 period.

ExamMation Of the socio-economic setting is a prerequisite to
any educational=planning analysis. The reason is that all variables
hstrd above Telateeither directly or indirectlyto the way
alools.have run in the past or should be run in the future. Thus,
population size, and especially population growth. makes
demands on school places. e.g. at the primary leveL A higher or a
lower per caplet income could make the attrerenst between
adequate or Madequate schoo prmision. let alone education
quahty. The relative share of n anufacturing in the GDP has a
double 10k to educational plan ing first. hy the demands an
expanding manufacturing sector makes on specific manpower
skills, and second. 12,; the size or the On-the-Job training platform
created by- an expanding industry, Lastly, the rale of growth of
ciNP is indicative of' the extra real resources a country ,could
afford to allticate to its eduCational sector,



II Educational characteristics

But let us look at the different educational characteriStics of the
countries under coMparison (Table 2). The proportion of illiterate
population exceeds the 50 per cent mark in all countries except
the -Philippines.-One.must look for explanations of this phenom-
enon. Also, the percentage of population with secondary:plus
educational qualifications in the Philippines is about fourteen
times that in Zambia and the Sudan; this is- another observation
that needs eiplanation. Enrolment rates follow similar patterns:
those in the Philippines are much higher than in other coun-
tries.

One might expect that the educational advantage of the Philip-
pines is due to a long-standing government policy to promote
education. Yet a look at the public expenditure statistics in Table
2 reveals that the ppposite is likely to be the case. The Statv
Government of the Philippines exerts only one-third to one-
fourth the effort to promote education as do dther countries, as
judged from the rehltive public expenditure as percentage of
national income or total government expenditure. It is the private
sector that dominates the educational scene in the country. Egypt,
the.Sudan, Tanzania and Zambia put a great effort into devoting
public resources to their educational system: the percentages of
GNP and total state budget devoted to education are on the high
side by international standards. Yet these countries are education-
ally less developed than the Philippines, which devotes only a
smaller fraction of' its state resources to education. There also
exist substantial differences in the distribution of total educational
expenditure by school level. Among the five countries, Egrpt

15



Higher education and employment:
the IIEP experience in five less developed countries

TABLE 2. Educational characteristics.

Chanicionstic Egypt
Philip-

pines Sudan
'Tan-
zania Zambia

Ilhterate population (%)
Population with secondary

education-plus (%)
Enrolment ratio (%)

56.5

n.a.

17.4

14.2

, 85.3

0.8

71.9

n.a.

52.7

... 1.3

Primary n. 100 41 70 95

Secondary 44 59 13 3 15

Higher 14.3 20.6 1.4 0.2 2.0
Total public educational expenditure

'Percentage of GNP 5.5 1.4 5.5 4.4 6.5
As percentage or government expen-
diture 18.4 8.0 14.8 15.5 11.9

Public recurrent expenditure (percentage
distribution ,by level)
Primary n.a. 82.4 40.1 50.5 47.1

Secondary n.a. '8.4 22.4 25.5 33.3
Higher 27.8 2.6 17.8 12.6 9.4

Public recurrent expenditure per
pupil in $
Prithry n.a. n.a. . n:a. 24 . 57

Secondary n,a. n.a. n.a,' 229 524
Higher n.a. n.a. ma. 3 058 2 745

NOTE Data mkr to the mid-seventies,
not available

SOURCE Uncut% Statisucal yearbook, 1976, 1978-79.

spends mist on the tertiary level; Tanzania and Zambia spend
relatively more on the secondary annertiary levels; the Philip-
pines spenps relatively more at the primary, level. Could this be a
clue towards the explanation of the higher Philippines literacy
rate?

Finally, ;fable 2 presents a comparison of unit costs by level of
education in Zambia and Tanzania. In spite of any between-,
Countries aiscrepancies that might be due to differential cost
accountingi one thing is certain: the cost of higher ethication is a
multiple a the cost of primary education. In Tanzania, for
example, tbe cost of maintaining one University place is equiva-
lent to that .of maintaining 127 primary-school places. In view of
evidence of this kind, can developing countries afford the provi-

16
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Educational characteristics:

sion of university education? The Philippines, at least, can, as
judged from the 20 per cent enrOlment rate at the tertiary level.
Yet this country has a much lower per capita income than
Zambia, which does not have an enrolmdnt rate at the tertiary
level anywhere near as high as that of the Philippines.

The clue to this series of puzzles may lie in the private finance
of education, 4 theme that will be further elaborated below.

,

1 7



111. The three surveys

The ountries under examination have one thing, in common.
Three surveys were conducted within each country in the mid to
late s venties, using a similar questionnaire; one Survey covered
the st dent body, another-the employed graduates, and a third the
country's employers. :Because of the similarity of the question-
naire in each case; the generated data might have some methodo-
logical comparison. However, the sample size and coverage varies
considerably from one country to the next.

Table 3 giVes..the exact Sample sizes of each country case study.
These sample sizes correspond 'to different coverages of the
eligible population within 'each. country. Thus the :Zambian stu-
dent study c9vered33 per cent of the student bbdy, whereas the
corresponding percentages were 14 in Tanzania and 0.5 in-Egypt.
The large Philippines sample refer§ to those in their third and

TABLE 3./Sample size of country studies.

Colin* /

.Stucly of

Students Graduates EMployers

Egypt/ 1 935 1 712 435

Philippines 9 105 4 655 777

Sudan 500 376 51

Tanzania 556 424 85

Zambia 3 399 1 371 292

SOL'RCE IIEP..E'gypt.Philippines, Sudan. l'anzanM and Zambia studies.

18



The ihree surveys

fourth post-secondary year and covers 40 per cent of the eligible
population. The graduates study in Zambia covered 10 per cent of
the popdlation, with post-secondary .qualifications. The eligible
population in the Tanzanian graduates study was those having
obtained a degree since 1968 and the sample size covers 8.5 per
cent of them. 95 per cent of the Philippines graduate study "refers
to people with collegiate degrees, although 179 non-collegiate,
post-secondary schools graduates were also included in the sam-

_
ple. The employers surveys in all countries covered both the

, private and public sector.



IV. The labour-force structure

.1 ';

The five countrie.s exhibit great disparities in the size and
cOmposition of their labour force. For example, in Zambia, the
distribUtion of waiters with post-seCondary qualifications is as
follows (out of a total labour force of 1.4 million):1- post-secondary,
260,797; diploma, 6,461; degree, 3,649. In the Sudan, high-level
manpoWer' amounts to,about 11,000 individuals distributed as
follows:2 post secondary, 2,867; univeriity, 6,904; higher educa-...

tion,
In the Philippines, on the other hand, the distribution of

maiipoWer is heavier towards college graduates:3 secondary-

TABLE 4. The proportion of university trained manpower in the labour force in
manufacturing and one occupational gran) (percentage).

Phifippines

Sector group (1961)

Total labour force 6;2

5.4Manufacturing seL jr
Professional, technical and-related workers

(0 occupational group) 64

SOiliCE. OECD. Statisttes ,(of the occupational and educational structure of the labour fitree -in Aftptbree

countries, 1969.

I. NEP Zambia study, p. 56, 59.
2. IMP Sudan study, p. 120.
3. flEP, Philippines study, App. C, Table 12.

20
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Thelabou -force structure

school graduates, 2,846,000; college drop-outs, 764,000; college
graduates, 1,266,000.

These absolute figures, however, Mean little unless related to
some other Country indicator. Thus, Table 4 shows that the
Philippines has five times the amount of university-trained labour
per unit of labour force, relative to Zambia. Also, the intensity of
university graduates in its manufacturing sector is twenty times as
high and university graduates are represented four times as highly
in the top (0 category) occupational group.

What does all this mean for educational planning? In our
opinion these figures contain two 'hints' regarding attempts to,
plan the future development of aoschool system:

Hint No. 1: The educational composition of the
labour force in a given country is to a
large exteritsupply-determined.

Wha't this means is that rf there is plenty of coal around, people
will mainly use it as a fuel. Figures such as those given above
cannot tell us wfiether university graduates are over-utilized in
Zambia and under-utilized in the Philippines, although it might
appear that this is the case. Over- or under-utilization requires an
efficiency test, i.e. something beyond the simple distributions of
the labour force presented above.

But there is a second hint related to the previous one.
,Hint No. 2: When the educational structure of the

labour force is supply-determined, forecasting
future demands for high-level manpower
is extremely difficult.

Consider for example the efforts made in the countries under
consideration to forecast future manpower requirements. Zambia
had three 'manpower reports' since independence, two of them
having 1980 as the target year and one 1976. Here are sample
estimates:1

Required average annual output at diploma level of professional' and
technical people:

Estimate I 695
Estimate II 1,219
Estimate III 1,441

1. 11EP Zambia,study, p. 62, 65.

22
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Higher education and employment:
the HEP experience in five less deyeloped countries

Required annua! degtee-level output:
Estimate II 1,254
Estimate 111 973

In Tanzania, the forecasts go into greater detail. For example,
they indicate that there will be a need for 8,134 degree-level
oecupations in the 1975-80 period and these needs are split as
follows:

Arts-based 3,329
Science-based 4,805

In the Philippines, the Manahas-Quizon projections 2 werehased
on the assumption that the state of the Phillipine economy in the
year 2000 will be similar to the economies of Japan,' Argentina
and the Netherlandsin the year 1960. They used the employment-
output'coefficients by educational attainment of these countries to
obtain the demand for labour in the Philippines in the year
2000.

In Egypt the Ministry of Manpower and Vocational Training
and USA1D jointly undertook an exercise on manPower demand
for the peilods 1979-84 and 1979-89,3 where projected annual
demand for the first period for general-secondary graduates is
estimated at less than one-fourth of the projected annual output,
demand for three-year technical level is higher than the supply,
that for five-year technical' level is more than 'eight times the
supply and the demand for university and higher-education
graduates is five-eighths of the supply.

Procedures arid numbers in the examples listed above make one
aware that manpower forecasting can at best serve to indicate the
very broad directions for the dev.elopment of skills in educational
institutions, and the forecasts must be validated by other indica-
tors as well.

Thii can also be demonstrated by means of a simple* matrix
from the Sudan study. Let us assume the manpower forecaster
.,had overcome all the difficulties associated with arriving at the
'correct' number of people in each-occupational category required
by the targel year of the plan. Then thd occupation-educatiOn

I. See HEP Tanzania study. p. 166.
,2. See NEP Philippines study, Ch. 4, p. 13-14.
3. NEP Egypt study, Ch. 3.

22



The labour-fprce structur

translation problem would make the forecait difficult to inter-
pret for educational policy purpost;b. Table 5 denionstrates the
fact that whereas there is a one-to-one correspondence between a
natural scientist (occupation) and a natural sciences university
graduate (etlucation), the educational vector of engineers, social
scientists and teachers i too varied for such a translation to be
possible.

TABLE 5. The occupation-education matrix of selected professions in the Sudan.

Field or university 31udy

Occupation

Naturrit
scientist Engineer

Soosal
soientist Teacher

Natural science . 100 7 0 8
Engineering 0 94 0 4
Social sciences 0 2 78 . 6
Humanities 0 0 16 29
Education.and teacher training 0 0 4 53
Business 0 0 1 0
Agriculture 0 2 0 0
Other 0 0 1 0_

100 100 100Total 100

Sot ACE Based on IIFF Sudan study. p 223
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V. The cost of education :

One thing traditional manpower forecasts, such as those just cited,
typically neglect is the cost of education. We already know that
the cost of higher education in developing countries is enormous
relative to the secondary and primary level. In terms of world
averages the support of one higher-education student in LPCs- is
equivalent to the support of twelve secondary school students or
eighty-eight primary-school students.I In the Philippines, the
relative cost structure /is more concentrated relative to the world
average. In 1971 the social cost per student year (including
earnings forgone) was as follows:2 primary, 124 pesos; secondary,
21I-pcsos;- college, 1,242 pesos.

All this we already knew. But some new information coming
out of the HEP cquntry reports is the relative expensiveness of
vocational-technical subjects in higher education.

Hint No. 3: Technical and/or vocational subjects
are more expensive relative to general
and/or non-vocational subjects.

As an example, consider the case of Zambia (Table 6). Technical
subjects are typically more expensive than general subjects. Even if
one excepts medicine, agricultural and engineering courses cost
more than arts...based courses.

Althougti manpower planners in the past tended to ignore it,
knowledge of the relative cost structure of different higher-

1. See G. Psacharopoulos, Returns to education: an international comparison,
Elsevier; 1973, p. 127.

2. ILO Philippines Report, p. 633.
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The cost of education

education subjects is a must in serious educational-planning work.
Assuming that the policy-maker, perhaps under p-olitical pressure,
would opt for the expansion of universities, the relative cost
structure could dictate what faculties were to be increased in
capacity.

TABLE 6. The average cost per student by field of specialization in. Zambia'(1974)

Faculty Average cost per student

Agriculture 4 603
Engineering 2 50'2
Humanities

1 125
Law

1 668
Medicine 6'366
Social sciences 1 125

SOURCE IIEP Zambia study, p. 1,13.
Dollar conversion based on IMF, FInancial
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VI The salary s

Of course, Costs ere only:one aspect for -consideration when
weighing the pros and cons for the expansion bfparticalar schools
or faeuhitz; the benefits of education must he examined as -
well,

Tmditionallyi. the benefits side .of edixttioilids been approxi-
mated by the salaries otemployees with different qUalifications.
Stich a melluxl is not without problems in itselt . although this is
no; the place for aq extensive elaboration of .the issue, It is
sufficient:16 menden .that thisapproximation.proc5dure hat not
been invalidated by theempirical evidence) .

What we seem to know already on the relative salary strutture
is that more-educated persons earn Mort than less-educated
peisons. world-wide, and nearly without excep!tiori;In deVeloping
countries the earnings adVantage of university graduates is2,7

, times Mat of the sevandary-school graduate and 6,4 times that of
-the primary-school graduate (Psacharopoulos, 1973, opgit.,
132). Thisstructure is confirmed.by the HER studies, Foreeiam-
ple, in Zambia ;here exists a net salarY hierarchy even within the
post-secondary level (see Table 7)0

Rut the ,..consideration of salaries by the level and kind of
education received can give a nries of additional messages,
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Hint No, 4.,; caso o( rapid unner;lly expattskm.
P,,,iffr.?ker-tduciwon g7aduaies rnwizain
ikir earning5 advatuaw Mer ozher
$012d. graduale,3.

For example, in the Philippines, the advantage-of university over-
secondary-scheol graduates is .1,4 times (Psacharopoulos. 1973,
oP, cii. p 132),

This can be interpreted in several' svays. First, there must exist a
high degree of substitution between untversity and other kinds of
graduates for the earnings structine to remain ,stable while the
relative skill-mix changes. Or, the demand for University grzad--.
vales keeps pace with the expanding supply in such a way as to
produce a 'reduced-form' solution with constant dilterentials

The newly generated evidence--in the countries under examina-
iron adds to the list of Messages for educational plannem Thus
distinction between graduates of different university faculliez

:Hint No, 5:.> General oF nen...learnt:cal graduatei do
as vz,eit and Ek.:Indir4C-3 kiter in AIMS

ialour-inarke eaetungs; relotte to
%(44g1M24-11-- er ledintcabciourse Rradriate5:

This Might come as a shock to those who think it as technical or
vocational education that mainly commands a premium in the
labour market. But whether one looks at it from the point of View
()utile course completed (e,g, Tables 8 and9) or the oesupation the
graduate is in (Tables 10 and 11), non-tcvhnical %kills are rewarded
as much as -vocational skills;
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Tht; salary struclure

Table 9 reveals that there exist no dramatic discrepancies
between the mean salaries of graduates o different higher-

_education fields in Egypt. Science and medicin are at the top of
the earnings league and arts and technology at e bottom.

T3BLE 11. Monthly salary by occupation. Zambia. 1974.

Marr

Administrative 400
Agriculture 211
Oerical 201
Prodocuon and transport 215
Professional and technical 255
Sales 318
Service 156-

WI It's IIEP Zam. ba wady. p 352

This hint is strengthehed when one considers the differential
growth of earnings by subject (Table 12). The rapt that the
earninp of arts and law graduates grow more relative to other
subjects is indicative that employers must be deriving some
benefit, after the respective employee has been under Aservation
for some time.

nr 12. Mid-career to starting-salary ratios by subject. Tanzania. 1974,

stltw Grayth nuo

Agriculture
Arts
Engineenng
Law
Medicine
Science

1A0
1.49
1.36
1.50
1.29
1.42

IICP Tru.nta iu4 r 264
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VII. The role of the public sector

It might be said thaf the earnings of graduates grow because of the
subStantial role of the public sector in the market for them. Here
are some comparative statistics On the share of graduates working
in the public sector in three of the countries underconsideration
Zambia, 63 per cent; Sudan, 84 per cent; Philippines, 39 per-
cent.

The Zambian percentage could be increased to 94 per cent if
one includes para-statal employment.

However,, when a distinction is made between private and
public employment, private-sector workers earn .more than pub-
lic-sector employees. For exaifiple, in Zambia the mean earnings
by sectoi are as follows:, public sector, 241 kwachas; private
sector, 262 kwachas. Also, those in administrative occupations
(average earnings 400 kwachas) earn, more if they are in the
private sector (456 kwachas) relative to the public sector (342
kwachas).2

This Temark -leads us to :

Hint No. 6: The public sector might not be the wage leader.

On the other hand, one cannot ignore the role of the public sector
in influencing students' expectations by its starting salaries, job
security and assured yearly increments on the scale of pay.

1. HEP studies, Zambia (p. 59, 74), Sudan (p. 121) and ILO Philipprnes Report,
p. 312. e

2. IIEP Zambia study, p. 352, 353.
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VIII. Salary expectations

A given salary structure, especially the first step on a public-sector
salary scale, acts as a signal to which social demand responds. A
high starting salary for engineers relative to agriculture graduates
will inevitably generate a heavier demand for engineering places.
Consider as an example the civil-service starting salaries in the
Sudan and Tanzania (Tabled '13 and 14). These are neatly stra-
tified in terms of ascending educational level to the fine tuning of
sp`ecific years of post-second-ary school completion.

This salary -hierarchy inevitably fosters students', expectations..
Nearly foOr out of every five students/aspire to employment in
their country's public sector (Table 15).

-N111..E 13. Starting civil-service annual salaries in the Sudan by duration of
post-secondary course.

Duration or duration and kind of course

5 year; &years

2 years 3 yars 4 years. Arts or science Engineering Medicine

Annual salary
(in pounds) 300 340 400 425 530 560',

SI 11 11( I 11EP sadan study. p. 91.
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Higher education and employment:
the IIEP experience in five less developed countries

TABLE 14. Starting civil-service monthly salaries in Tanzania.

Course
Monthly salary

. (in shillings) Course
Monthly salary

(in shillings)

Primary school 350 University degree 1 420
Form IV 440 Teacher (arts) 1 475
Form VI 650 Sciences 1 530

. Economics 1 530
Agriculture 1 59
Engineer 1 865
aktor of medicine 2 110

SOURct UEP Taniariia study, p. 74.

TABLE 15. Expected sector of employment, Sudan and Zambia (Percentage).

Sector

Country Government Private Other

Sudan
Zambia

78 17 .5

81 16

SO( 'KC E IIEP Sudan study, p. 207, IIEP Zambia study. p. 313.

The distribMion of the expected sector of employment in Egypt
confirms that the 'majority of students are More likely tO work in
the public sector (IMP, Egypt study, Table 29)*:

TABLE 16. Egypt: exPected sectors of employment

Expected sector of employment

Government Self-
and public Private employed Total

Percentage
distribution 56 25 19 100
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Salary e.:vectations

The difference in expected salary between those who have just
secondary qualifications and post-secondary ones is 'enormous in
Tanzania (IIEP Tanzania study, p. 227): salary expected by those
with secondary qualifications, 625 shillings per, month; salary
expected by those with post-secondary qualifications, 1,600 shill-
ings per month.

Higher-educatiorstudents expect different.salariessaccording to
'their field of study cf.,able 17), and the desirability ranking of
different faculties matclks the pecking order of expected earning
Table 18).

TABLE 17. Expected monthly starting salaries by faculty, Zambia, 1974;

Faculty Expected starting salary (in kwachas)

Law 346
.Business 253
Social sciences, humanities 252
Agriculture - 221
Engineering, technology V

210
Natural sciences . 231
Medicine 206

SOURCE J/EP Zambia study, p. 325.

TABLE 18. Expected salary and desirability of selected professions in Tanzania

Profession
Expected monthly salary

(in shillings) Desirability rank

--- -
Engineer .- I 602 1

Social scientist 1 369 2

Lawyer 1 458 3

Businessman I 447 4
Agriculturist 1 3/14 5

Natural scientist 1 301 6

SOL R( F 11EP Tanzania study. p. 212.

With these indications in,mind, the following becomes clear:
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Higher education and employment:
the IIEP experience in five less developed cbunlries

Hint No. : Public-sector p;ay scales strongly influence
student expectations and hence the
social 'demand for higher eduCation.

The Utportance of this hint becomes clearer when one attempts to
influence the social demand for edikation in a given direction. ^
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IX. The returns to education

That education is privately and socially profitable at all levels in
LDCs is something we already know. The test' case is the
Philippines, where, in view of the tremendous expaOsion of higher
education, the returnS to this level of education miOt have fallen.
In this respect it is- yery difficult to establigh Omparable time
series of the returns of education in the Philippines. However,
Table 19 indicates- that the returns to higher ciducation in this

iintry are above the returns to secondary education and corn-
able .to the yield .of alternative investments,'

T BLE 19. Rates of return to education in the Philipplhes, 1971 (percentage)

Edticafe:NI level Soctil Pireatc

High school; 4 years (over 5-6 primary) 6.5 6.5

College: 1-3 years (over. 4 high school) 5.0 6.Q

College: 4 years (over 4 high school) 8.5
College:,5 or more years (over 4 high school) 8.0 8.5

OV1Z( E ILO Philippines RrporL p, 635.

What is more interesting, however, is the comparison of
the returns to higher education across fields of specialization
(Table 20).



Higher education and employment: .

HEI" aperience in five less developed countries

TAMA 20. Rates of return in the Philippines by subject, 1969 (percentage)

Sobj Private

Pate of return

Social

. .

Business a d commerce 14.0 10.5
Civil engi eering 15.0 8,0
Chemical ngineering . 17.0 10.0
Mechani 1 engineering ILO 13,0
Liberal 'arts 11.0 u.a.
griculturt. LO <5.0
Law 18.0 15.0
Physical science 8.5 a.a.

I. Rawl icier to the, thuichoy or the Philippines rind are unectpisted for ability
vitt gt Philtplinsts Report. p. 643. Table 161 '

What we learn from this table is:

Hint No. 8: The economic returns to non-vocational
subjecti are often greater than theoreturns
to technical subjects.

This resuh. is the outcome of the contributioiof high costs of the
technical subjects and high benefits of the general subjects.
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The cost-benefit or efficiency conclusion of section IX might be
undermined by the popular belief that there exists widesPread
nu:employment- among university graduates, especially among
those who folloWed humanities, social sciences or law courses.
Rates of return estimates typically abstain from an unemployment
correction. But at least in one case where such cornection was
performed, the returns to education were not substantially
affected' This finding helped explain the puzzle of the coexis-
tence of high unemPloyment ratei among university graduates in
India and a high -social demand for higher education.

, The material collected in the countries under examination
allows us to make an important distinction between two different
aspects of unemployment: -incidence and duration. UneMploy-
ment incidence ie the probability or percentage of .unemployed
from a given population group. It is the usual `unemployment
rate'. Unemployment duration, on the other hand, has a calendar
time attached to it. It usuaIly takes the form Of 'absorption rates
X years after graduation', or, simply, mean years or months
unemployed by educational level or since graduation.

A. Unemployment incidence

What we seem to already know is that the relationship between
unemployment and education is of the inverted U:shape. That is,

M. Blau g et al.. The comes of marluate unemployment in India, Allen Lane, .
1969.
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itigher education and employment:
the MP experience in five less deve(oped countries

it is the graduates of the middle levels of education that are
especially hit by unemployment) (See figure I.)

Primary Seeondary Higher

Educational level

Fuit,f11 1. The'relationship between education and unemployinent inddence.

T vett 21. Unemployment rates by educational level, Philippines,,1961 and 1966
(per cent),

fdinatiunil tercl

Unemp!oymellt Ilic .

1961 1963

No education 4.0 4A
Grades WY 4.5

Grades V-V1 9,4 6.8
High *hoof. 1-3 years 12,6 13.7

High school graduate 18,1 15.3

C'ollege. 1-3 18.7 17.4
College.4 plus years 7 9 7.2

Overall 8,5 7.8

w hi) Ptql,ppuna Ro(In p 4-59

,NINI.O.M.4111/1/11..

L Sec G. Psacharopoulos, Earnings and educanon in OECD countrws, OECD, 1975,
Table 6.22,
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e
Unemployment

TA111E22. The distribution of those unmployeci over one year by educational
Sudan,.l974.

W(6466661 loci Pentniapc

:Less than brimary 30
Primary completed but less than secondary 53

Secondary completed and above 18

\In t ILO totmth, emoknotcm amd quilt temmithontre gratrio hit ghe Vuitan. 1976, p 412

Tables 21, and 22 present evidence of this nature from the
Philippines and the Sudan. Unemployment clearly peaks at the
secondary or college drop-out level, It is also interesting to note
that the unemployment rate among Philippine graduates has more
or less remained the same between 1961 and 1968 in spite of the
tremendous higher-education expansion that tank place during
this period. Therefore:

Hint No. 9: The incidence of unempkorient among
univermy graduates »tight be lower
than that of other levels of education.

Tut e 23, IlnemPloyment rates by occupation in thePhilippines

I It. twitun 1 rwmplormcnt raw Ipoirritagr)

Professional and technwpi workers 1,3

AdMinistrative. execuuve and managerial 1.0

Clerical
Sales 2,5

Farmers 1.8

Miners. 3 2

Transport and communication 2,9

Craftsmen and production 4,2

Manual 9,7

Service
Occupati n not reported 15.4

Overall 2.6

it, I MI' -lppoujok ( ratztv
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This is confirmed by evidence on 'the occupational stniciiire of
unemployment incidence (we Table-23). Unernployment is it its,
highest among thosein non-university- aduateoccupations such
zis clerical workers, craftsmen and manual workers.,

The material collectediirdifferent countries allows to draw
a

the %llowing conclusion g

Him No.. 10g The inaeleav f glixemplownwni is
garnadarly pok,-;!itraal cimeng gewakoaf
grathlt0CY.,

Table 24 shows that in the Philippirm 100 per cent of law
graduates are, absorbed five years after graduation and tbe corre-
sponding percentage --for hberal ads is.95 per. cent. Agriculture
graduates, on,.the other band, exhibit the lowest absoiption rate
.04 per mit); The -own-field/an-fields --disthiction iri-Table 24-is
useful in assessing the flexibility of different kinds of graduates_ to
enter jobs fOr Which they have not been.specifically trained. Thus
business-administration_ graduates are gasify absorbed in ,bother
jobs', whereas civil-en ineering graduates de not stem to have the
same- flexibility. The Sudan ease (Table 25) presents a rather
different picture, Le. agriculturegraduates exhibit a lower unem-
ployment rate relative to law graduates. However, one -cannot
oheralize limn this case becam of the small number of observa-

A1mcfpVotit r f 1 Ft4dimccs kw:Imam, five
atMf ormlOtozait."

r .4cttel t",t.4

6 '44.1g1400'10::'
HalotrV3almontisIravo2
(ltlk,oraral mott'anni:,
Co:#1 okitat-x-ruti?,
Ltbaall aFai

ERFAtmg..,3

85
63)

VS, 75

811

.

1:4t t 14=
; Ilh V)) h,-.;74..,
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TAU4E. 25: ?.itircbcr ef timetootoyed gmcluatos at pamotts: of mm1 ournlvr d
cradtcwi, Sam 073

losawry!

41:5

4 L
/ 39 54 8 20 9iiitunp.!oyal

giEP. 4.5

B. Unemployment duration
What we_scem to ;mow on the durationof-ugemployment front
is that unemployinent is a sharply declining *function of age>
Namely. the unemployment problem is essentially a youth
problem> neatly everyone finding a job after some time> The
material collected in the II-EP project corroborates this,

Mat N. I h L-Wemploymou conceraraws m the
firj1 morah,s of entry mro the labour force

Figure 2 gives an illustration in this respect from the Zambian
c-ase,

Leu than 1 month 205
Unknown 3

246
20

Z
0- 1 2 3 4 5 & 7 10 11 12 13 -- 4

Months unemployed after highest qualification
FICsi-RT Number ef wren triurop.fayld grad-m.11am

Set-itel VIP Zrzt.ra gtoi+4, p
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Table 26,shows that in the Philippines the majority of graduates
waits less than six months, The more_ recently collected data
indicate a mean waiting period of 32 months (Table 27),

26. Ilisinhutton uf tittiverS
tpercentavt

igueS'hy emp1o±,.ment status. Philippines

D.i.mt. not %Nari

Lessthan sit rnenths

R:xv

4.61.=
tMIT4t,4.ar;n of

p.:41;atu-s. Iti,t17341.4ff.S.

11 8
39,6

232
316

TABIF 27 The dtiition of eamloKd graclumes -by, the nurnbe; of months
unemplogll a iir tie1 seeking for a sob, Phihppines.

Fcezztvuro. *aatri. N-t=14f cr la-Arxes

1.1-2

1-6
7-12

55

12

13-24
25 plus

7

Sala- !MP T ;i2-3

On the basis of this we may derive:

Hint Ne, 12 The ifurawn of ph search among
WuterVir graduates A 'short m the
ienSe f.1 no: sub_stanually atkaing a
firehme etheleni measure. v

This selauvel!, short waiting period might be better labelled
°searCh activity' rather than `unemployment', The reason
becomes clear when one considers the source of delay for getting a
job in the Philippines (Table 28),

Clearly, 66 per cent of the delay reasonS are of a voluntary
character, Le, low salary ,or unsatisfactory job conditions. Only
one-third of the sample exPlicitly stated they had no job offer. Of
course, those who waited for a different reason had a differential'



TABLE .28, Distribution of the reasons for the delay in getting a job, Fhilip-
pines.

Low salary offer
Not satisfactory job cond4ions
No job opportunity
Other

SO-Ura liEP Ral.tpp.ors tziy. Tib 6 26.

mean waiting period; low salary offer, 5.5 months; no job
_opportunity 10.2 mAths. Similarly, 62.4 per cent of the Egyptian
higher-education stficdents expect to find a job within a year after
graduation. The mean expected time of search in the sample-is 1.1
years (Table 29).1

TABLE 29 Expeitted delay in finding permanent employment, Egypt.

Tort: ftercernett

Less than one year 62.4
Less than two years 23.1
Less than three years 9.3
More than three years 5.0

mrrtS 1 O*j to moodier, 6tere5-do rst.sorn to mealy 1CO per cern.
2 Mean ma-Waled uteg cede LC/3 than one year' 0,5, `1.41:5 than two years' 1,5. "Less than

three years' 15. 'More than three years'

On the basis of this evidence, we may put forward:

lint No. 13; What 'appears to he an 'unemployment
pro6lem' among university graduates
is to a large (went a job-searching pmcess'..

The material collected in this project permits a distinction to be
made between differential waiting periods and field of sppcializa-
tion (Tables 30 and 31). However the evidence is too mixed for a
general conclusion to emerge.

1 NEP Egypt study. Table 30.
4



Higher education and employment:
the IIEP experience in five kss developed countries

TABLE 30. Waiting period between graduation and first job, the Sudan, 1974

Waiting period Engineer Social scientist Lawyer

tibi (%) (96)

Less than 6 mOnths 96 77 lt3
6 months .to 12 months 4 14 60 ",

r
I year or over 0 9 30

sin t 11EP Sudan study. 219.

TABLE 31. Waiting period between graduation and first job by profession,,employ-
ment sector and degree level, Sudan

Characteristic
Waiting period

Under 6 months 6-12 months Over 12 months

061 (36)

Agriculturist 100 0
Business manager 80 18" 2

Engineer 96 4 0
Law* ' - 10 60 30
Liberal professions 52 34 14
Natural scientist , 93 7 0
Social scientist 77 14 9

--Teacher 86-- 12

Administration 62 27 11

Agriculture 97 2 2
Education 73 20 7

Industry' 85 13 .2

B.A B.Sc. \ , 72 24 4

MA, M.Sc., Ph.p. 73 3.7
.

0

Overall \ ' 79 16 8

SOURCE Ise.P Sudan studY. 21s9sfic:

.
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XI. The role of credentials

The HEP project Surveyed directly a set of employers regarding the
factors they consider important in hiring employees.ln Tanzania,
the main employer complaint in recruiting was the low relation-
ship between academic performance and job performance (see
Table 32).

TAI3LE 32. The distribution of problems encountercd by employers in recruiting
graduates, Tanzania..

Problems Percentage

No relation between academic performance and kit) Perfor-
mance 47

No correspondence between training and job requirements 23
NO correspondence between educational programmes and

needs of the job
Job too complex for precise specification of educational

qualifications
Other

Total

1.9

10
1

100

sot'n( E IIEP Tanzama study. p. 296.

In_the Phifippines there exists an interesting stratification of the
.

factors deciding the employee's starting position within the hrm.
The numbers refer to the average rank on a 1 to 12 scale.' In the

. I. 11EP Philippines study, p. A.7.9. See also p. A.7.5, A.7,7.
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Higher education and employment:
the IIEP experience in ftve less developed countries

descending order of importance the ranks of the stratifiCation are,
(rank 1 for highest emphasis, rank 12 for lowest emphasis):

I. Work experience
2... Specialization
3. Academic record
4: Previous'position

2.3 .

.2.6
3:7
43

11. Civil status
12. Sex

. 11

12

Work experience, specialization and academic record, come out
top. It is interesting to note that employers put more emphasis on
work experience and the type of training than on academic record.
The government employers put more emphasis on academic
rccords and specialization and less emphasis on work experience
than private employers.

Private
Government

ork experience
2.25
2.35

Specialization
2.7

2.3

Academic record
348
2.9

ft is the government sector which gives more importance tb
crgdentials. These remarks lead us to:

Hint No. 14: it is difficult to justify the view that
employers use education as a screening

46
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XII. The social demand for higher education

Thea material collected in the IIEP research permits the study of
the reasons for confirming to higher education. One conclusion
that emerges from...the cross-country comparispn is:

hint No. 15: . The social demand for higher education
is mainly for iirofessional career reasq,s.

Consider, for example, the following percentages of the student
group that reported.professional reasonS for continuing to higher
education :I Philippines, 81 per cent; Sudan, 64 per cent; Tanzan-
ia, 95 per. cent; Zambia, 85 per cent. In Egypt, similarly, on a
3-point scale of degree of importance, 'professional qualifications'
receive the highest average score (2.4) as the reason for the pursuit
of higher education.'

Sometimes it is alleged that it is lack of employment opportu-
nities among secondary-school graduates that pushes peoPle into
higher education. In the Sudan, however, only 6..per cent of the
sample stated this to be the case. None the less, there exists an
interesting disaggregation of .the reasons for continuing to higher
education by socio-economic background (see Table'33). It is the
sons of the unskilled workers who wish to enter higher edubation,
for unemployment teasons. And it is the offspring of the top-.
income fathers who wish the least to study fOr career reasons.

I. IIEP studies, Philippines (p. 5.B.26), Sudan (p. 184), Tanzania (p. 110) and
Zambia (p. 263).

2. IIEP Eg-ipt study, Ch. 6,
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Higher education and employment:
the IIEP experience in Jive less developed countries

TABLE 33. Disaggregation of the reason for continuini to higher education, Sudan
. (percentage).

Father's occupation or income
Need for career

qualification
Lack of employment

opportunity s

Occupation
Farmer 67 5
Merchant 55 7
Government employee 70 3
Skilled worker .60 0
Unskilled worker 54 16

Income .

Under 250 pounds 65 6
250-500 64 5
500-1 000 70 5
Ovr!OOO 47 3

sotinCE IIEP Sudan study.. p. 184.5

The foregoing remark& lead to:

Hint No. 16: A discriminatory fee-paying system in
higher educqifon might redress finance
inequity in developing couritries.

The importance of career reasons in continuing to higher educa-
tion has repercussions for shaping the social demand for educa-
lion. For example, a combination of seledive fees and appropriate
civil-service .starting salaries could be an 'effective instrument in
shaping the social demand for higher educalion;
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XIII. Student advice selecting a career

S.

The percentage of those who did not receive a vice or received
uusatisfactory advice in four, of the countries studied is -as

follows:1 Philippines, 60 per cent; Sudan, 71 per c t; Tanzania,
78 per cent; Zambia,'41 -per cent. Similarly, more th n one-third
of the students in Egypt indicated that they would ha e chosen a
different field of study had they received better caree,. informa-
tionan indication of the inadequacy of the career guidance
system in that country.

This is in direct contrast with the importance given by the .
; students to a professional career as a reason for continuing to

higher education. This fact points towards the importance of
instituting a more effective career-guidance system in developing
countries.

The statistical material collected in this project permits an
elaboration of the reasons for the low use and differential effec-
tiveness of career guidance in .LDC's. Tables 34 and .35 show iwo
contrasting cases in terms of differential use of sources of
guidance. In the Sudan, it is mainly family and friends, whereas in
Zambia it is career masters.

One would expect that professional career counsellors would
provide the most effective guidance. Yet, if-we judge the effective-
news of a given source of advice by the student's satisfaction, it is
not the career masters who come on top of the list. In Zambia; it
is parents and relatives that provide the most satisfactory gui-

1. HEP Studies, Philippines (p. 5.B.116), Sudan (p. 187), Tanzania (p. 345), and
Zambia (p. 272).
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MOLT edit( lion and eMployment:
the IIEP experience in fire len dilrloped amnia

Tnti 34. Sources of career information in-the Sudan.

k4-upr ,Rtitempr.alainfauitan

Friends and-relatives 23
Newspaper and general 21
Employment in the field 20
UniVersity staff 14
University employment office, 12
Fellow students 6
Guidance counsellors 4

%.4%1 Sat 111P Ststat.

TAMA 35, Satisfacnon from career guidance by source of guidance, Zambia.,

5maaatiifflii
%Alit nurnlyr Voy Nat

wog itlIUM uLLtgft wrgratety

Mal rm.

School'staff -433 65 2/
Parents and friends , 414 69 19
Career masters 1 764 64 24
Previous employment 204 62 19
Fellow students 168 .60 20
Newspapers 811 $O 22

U IIEP tonitga god), p 26942

Tøu 36. The degree of career 'guidance satisfaction by source of guidance:
Philippines and Tanzania (percentage of those who received very
satisfactory advice),

NiSURI.' gUld.1114V Tufano

School staff 16 22
Friends and relatives 44 29
Career counsellors 16 22
Fellow students 10 12
Previous.employment 9 50
Newspaper 37 22

It t 11E1' umbel. Phthpparts Tbk 58 97.403, azti Tarianu. p 1412
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Student white in selecting ataner

dance. Actually, career masters have the most dissatisfied custom-
ers (Table 35). The low effectiveness of professional advisers is
also observed in The Philippines and in -Tanzania (as shown in
Table j6).

'From these indications we derive: -

Hint No. 17: The state of professional career advice
in DC's Imes much io be desired
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XIV. The admission. o hgher education

Admission to higher education does not always follow the wishes
of the students. In Zainbia, for example, there exist strict admis-
sion quotas, as: show-n in Table 37.

Tun E 37 Admission quotas to higher educauon by subject, Zambia,

^.7.11.....1.11.01.=111.
1/41t-7.NI POt:CLIV tga filvvrane

Scrent^4.,:hual Artpbczed
Agnculture Education , 51
Science education 36 Library studies
Engineering 17 Law 11

Medicine 13 Humanities 36
Mining 15

Natural sciences 10

IIEP vt.mbr I%

These quotas necessarily produce a conflict between what the
students wish to study and what the policy-makerVirea them.

The top three most desired professions at the end of secondary
schooling in the Sudan and Tanzania are as shown in Table
38.'

The mismatch between the desired and actual subject choice is
most explicit in the following case from Tanzania. Out of those
who study engineering, 89 per cent have listed engineering as their

1 11E? studies, Sudan (p 193) and Tanzama (1), 350)
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The admiwon mto lug& educauon

TABLE 38 Most desired professions at end of secondary Ourannn

._ Percentage of the sItuknf body who wah to bcom e

Er4.3rXer Swat teteriutt 1...arq-cr

Sudan
Tanzania 24

9
18 14=10

desired field. However, the percentage is only 46 among those
studying social sciences and the humanities. But the situation is
very different in the Philippines where, on the average, 82 per
cent of the student body study what they wish to study (see
Table 39).

r I 19. fercentage taking the course wanted, Plidippinet
11111.111111.

with Mob.

. t

.*.
id ..rth,siLii4

ligritulture
Business
Engineering
Pine arts
Food nutntion
Humanities
law

87 Liberal arts
18 Medical sciences

Phsical science
Social sciences
Teacher training

77
therall

78
84

. 82
74

ilF P ts t ,

The implication of this is:

Hint No. 18: The degree of weial demand saustaaion
is higher in countries with a private
educational finance system.

To this one should a-cici the general trend in some of the countries
under examination for the promotion of science at the expense of
arts subjects, For example, the proportion of arts (versus science)
university enrolments in the Sudan has dropped from 66 per cent

11EP Tanzania stud!, p 211
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11Q-Po allki:40v.vr4 agd
11FP 4-5A

/969 to 53 per cent in 1`973, Alf.o, The proportion of arts in
Tangataids simh fornt has droppgd Oont 47 per cent in 196t to 26
per CCM .91.1 N7.5.; These trends Might have-been against sodal
demand. Heprieier,. the degree to which this swing 9..rves a
particular eountry's deNeloptnent prospects could be a stihj ,Ect- of
debate,'

Furtherniere, the non-satislaction-of social derna_nd fOr popular
rion=w,ational sithiects could tind an outlet abr( ad at a coesider,
allo (C051i.c'W Table 4W,

4),`f lAtLlog-41. ixqNOTI.E.Ii."
S'Irlflo. 114,4

?;&.,o pI

6 46 <--.161g fv,VA <,-Ititogt wT1
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able 4 shw s that the most popurar fields of study in Egypt
social sciences, huinamtics, science and medicine, Yet, there

eists a conwast between the dired and actual fields studied: The
greatest distrepancies refer to engineering and technology. There
are far more students withing to study engineering 63,3 per cent)
than leanolor, (13 pn cent), although the. actual -disinbution
reveals that the two fields have a more or less 'equal share in
ea4olments (nearly 9 per cen0,
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XV. Admission tests

When a nwnerus clausus exist% it is also natural that RUM means
of selection exists,- In the Philippines there exists a National
College Entrance EXamination for the purpose of selecting good--
quality students. The material collected in the NEP programme
enables us to draw -a further conclusion:

Mit No. 19: Suketton procedures are often in favour
ti the upper sorto-ecanotnk groups.

Consider, for example, the performance of candidates at the
above examination, as measured by the General Scholastic Apti-
tude (GSA) sore in Table 42, The top grades .correspond to the
higher socio-economic background students, wfitiger the latter is.
measured in terms of family income or the level of education of
the father,

lo.;, 4 C4 wen. b., servgd litudcnt charagteristics.

Lifsp,%

klz.4crtt et%

Farhc-r":i educawn
1.111,1t,r 2;,,0 40 No schooleng 40

4i) Elemcntary 41

!AO-144
1.1---449

51
4.4,,

Mei school,
Colkit .

41
62

01:0:1-i 24,4 51 Maslcutlat-torate 66
1 2it$ 68



XVI. Private finance and the elite

As shown in Table 43, over 90 per cent of the cost of higher-
education study in Egypt is born by the student or his family. This
is the rule of thumb in most countries, the Philippines being the
notable exception.

T m f 43. The sources of sthdent finance E-85131,

f3Tf.afr Schfanhtp Loan fashcr

Perceruage 93.9 4,1, 0.7 1.3

; 1ff ErTi (6.3r.rf. 6 Tatf:

T %in 44 The disinbuuon di' students by source of finance (percentage)

tUr4S ififlfmnrs Satin Lambla

Student v.orks 8 13 8
Family 83 35 6
Other pri..ate 2 26
OcAernment 3 20 55

Other 4 30 5

-

Total 11)1. 100

NI V! 6 1ff P s1x1:47.. PhslIFpnzs p 5 Won Sudan fp 20.1i argl Zarrfta fp 2971
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Ilikher education and employment:
the IIEP experience in five less developed eountries

Are privately financed educational systems necessarily elitist?
Table 44 shows sothe dramatic differences between some of the
countries under comparison in the degree of student finance from
different sources. Whereas in the Philippines the family accounts
for 83 per cent of student finance, the corresponding percentage in
Zambia is only 6. And there exist interesting family versus
self-finance differences by father's income in Zambia (see
Table 45).

T uu f 45. Source of studerit.linance by father's income, Zambia (percentage).

FjthceS Imorm Famil} source Own emplom+nt sourcc

Under 50 kwachas, . ..) 7

50-100 2 9
100-150, 3 9

150-200 7 7
Over 200, 18 7

,
Overal 6 &

m)I nt HIP /3mhl Uth. p 299

However,i' when One looks at the representation of farm-father
students n the Sudan and the Philippines, there exist striking
similarities:1 20 per cent of students in the Philippines and 23 per
cent of students'in the Sudan have fathers 4vho are farmers. GiVen
the fact that the farm-origin studeht representation is an index par
excellence for the openness of an educational system, we may
derive the following:

Hint No. 20: Privately financed educational systems
are not necelyarity more ehust.

After all, there seem not to exist sharp differences between the
distributions of students by family income attending public or
pri,vate.institutions in- the Philippines (see Table 46).

I. llEP studies, Philippines (Table 5.B.5), and Sudan (p. 156).
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Private finance and the elite

TABLE 46. The dikribution of students in public and private instittitions by
parent's incorrie, Philippines, 19:71 (percentage). .

Parents' income (in pe; os) Public Private

0-2 879
2 880-4 379
4 380-5 399
5 400-7 199
7 200-8 639
8 640-10 079

10 080-11 039 .,
11 040-11 999
12 000-23 999
24 000 and above

t
.

No response
. ..

Total

31.1
18.9'
11.0

i 10.0
- r5:1

2.8

- 2.5
3.5
8.0
5.4
1.7

.....

.

1

21.5
17.2
10.1

10.9
.6.9.

. 4.1
3.4
5.6

10.6
8.0
1.7.-

100.0 100.0

sOtiacE ILO Philippines. keport, O. 328

60 59
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XVII. The reasons for undertaking higher
education

The collection of datkon students' opinionS about the reasons for
undertaking post-secondary education permits a disaggregation by
sex, region and father's income. As stated in Hint No. 15.above,
the vast majoritY of students wish to study for professional
reasons.. Surprisingly, however, it is females that reported a
greater wish for professional studies relative to males (Tables 47
and 48). The explanation may be that females view higher
education as an antidote for sex discrimination; but this explana-
tion is not valid for the Sudan, where a higher proportion of
women undertake study for its own sake.

One of the lowest reported reasons for continuing to .higher
education is the bursary incentive. Yetinot muCh difference exists
in this sonrce of social demand for university education between
high- and low-income groups in Zambia (Table 49), although
there is such a difference between urban and rural areas ,in the

TAULE 47. The reasons for undertaking post-secondary studies, Zambia (percen-

tage)

Reason Males Females

Professional qualification 70 77

Better employment opportunities 24 17

Study for its own sake 5 4

Bursary incentive 1 2

SOUR,cE IIEP Zambia stmly.,p. 332.
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The reasons for undertaking higher education

TABLE 48. The reasons for continuing to higher education, by sex and father's
income, Sudan (percentage).

Reason

Sex Father's income

Low High ,

Male Female (<250) (> I 000)

Career reasons . 33 15 32 24
Professional qualification 32 39 34 24
Study for its own sake 21 43 22 38
Lack of employment opportunities , 6 2 6 3
Preference for town life 4 2 2 6
Others/no response 4 4 5

NOTE Percentage may not add up to 100, owing to rounding.
SOURCE HE? Sudan study, p. 185.

TABLE 49. The reasons for undertaking post-secondary education, by father's
income, Zambia (percentage).

Fathers' income (in kwachu)

Reason Low (<50) High (>200)

Professional qualification 75 72

Better employment opportunities 14 14

Study for its own sake 6 10

Bursary incentive 1

NOTE Percentages do not add up vertically to 100 because of the omitted 'unknown' category.
SOURCE IIEP Zambia study, p. 265.

TABLE 50. The reasons for undertaking post-secondary training, Zambia (percen-
tage).

Reason Urban centre Rural area

qualification 70 , <-fessional 73

Better employment opportunities 14 14

Study for it own sake 10 8

Bursary incentive 3 1

NOTE Percentages do not add up vertically to 100 because of the omitted 'unknown' category.
SOURCE IIEP Zambia study, p. 262,
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TABLE 51. The distribution of those who would like to continue on to colic
mainly for professional 'reasons, by family income, Philippines.

Family income Family -Picome
group (pesos) Percentage group (pesos) P nt.'s

< 506 \ 17 2 000-2 999
500499 .31 3 000-4 999

1 000-1 499 19 > 5 000'
1 500-1 999 8

NOTE Figures refer to the 'most important reason.
SOURCE Philippines study. Table 513.26. .

10
7
8

same country (Tlable 50). In the Philippines, it is mainly those in
the lower.farnily-incoine group who wish\ to continue to higher
education for professional reasons (Table 51). However, given the'
low overall percentage of those who Teported the bursary reason as
being important for the continuation .of their studies, we may
derive the following hint: -

Hint No. 21: Financial incentives (such as government
fellowships) might be of limited elktiveness
in influencing the social demand for
post-wondary education.
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XVIII. The perception of job characteristics

Table 52 contains rank orderings of eightjeb characteristics as
perceived by students in four countries. There exists a striking
similarity in the ordering among the countries: 'Interesting work',
'Further studies' and 'Secure future' are at the top of the list,
whereas travel possibilities and supervision come at the bottom.
What is important for educational planning is that 'Good income'
comes somewhere in the middle.

TAnte 52. The relative importance of selected job characteristics as percctved by
the students. -

Job chatcn,nc EjypO Sudan 2 Tanranial 7arnbta

Interesting work 65 76 1.72
Further studies 1.2 53 60
Secure future . 1..2 53 55 1.50
Work with other people 50 67 . 1.25
Good income 1.1 50 36 1.15
Creative work . 1,0 43 46 1.14
Travel 0.8 22 20. 0.62
Supervise others 20 . 7 0.54

isorEs I. Mean on rank onknng. 2 arty smohant; I iw important: 0 not Important
2 Percentage stated chamoenstie was *very ImpOrtant',

SOURCE IMP studtes. Egypt (Chanter 1). Sudan (p. 700), Tansanta (p. 226) an'd Zambia (p 179),

These considerations might suggest the following:

6 4
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Higher edacation and employment,'
the Iler experience in fireless &Moped countries

Hint No. 22: income incentives (sach as civil-service
salary sCales) might be of limited
importance as a policy instrunhint in
educational planning,

However, the qualification mast be made that this bint might be .

erroneous, in the sense -that the student might, have tacitly
included Income' in his (or her) definition...of Interesting'
work'.

64
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XIX. The willingness to work in rural areas

ft js a common complaint in educational planning that, though
badly needed In rural areas, the output of the system finds its way
to the cities and remains unemployed for a period of time. The
IMP project on education and employment has generaterkdirect
information on what the students themselves feel about this issue.
Table 53 present, a relative incentives/disincentives" ordering
associated with working in rural areas in three countriel With one
exception, incentive number one is financial, and disincentive
nuinber one is the lack of amenities such as water and elec-
tricity.

TAMS 53 Inixrdives and &sone. Iwo for (irking in mat RV

St-AW Talaz.z:a

/Avow
Financial 15 23
Promotion prospats 19 1. 29
Frtir
Faim4 I035:005:

12
II

24
fa 3.

26

Mitogenme
uck of watgr, elogincitly 5 19 40
No Trlames and fnends 15 8
Dull rural life 15 2 6
Prornonon delay 12 5*

Non rev !taw introl tbust *to ttAre crxraiammIoe ',Kay omputr,1-'
101=t Tat ItAtz3, 9.41/1i.P X31,, TarTrArqa (P. 2+1, 34".43 ZIlr,t3 ftp ITtS
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thglwr ca'azanvn and onploonent
ii IlE14 VVeriPla m fite tos docaivid cmintries

These indieations.leid us to the following idea:

Hint No. 23: At: mereased rared-urban salary differential
, aught merease the willingness (!(' graduates

to nark in rural areas

However, nothing can be said on the absolute size of this
differential necessary to counterbalance the strong feehng,against
the lack of amenities.

T. W,.-Schultz. in his December 1979 Nobel Intim, put great
mphasis on the possibility of poverty .reduction in LDCs via
improvements in population quality, Although education is but
one factor contributing to such improvements, its operation is
slow, The data from our research support the additional hinV

Hint No, 24! Alpulaiwn quaky improvements via
a-diitaii1;;% although powite, are iidt

"te slow.acung

Consider. fir example, the pace of Population growth in Egypt.z
from 29.384000 in 1965 to 38,741.000' in 1977, As a 'result.
higher-education. enrolments in this country grew by a.phenomena
al amount in snighly the same period ffUneseir s.taustzeal Car

lii& 1,78--94'. from 174,518 in 1965 to 493,328 in 1976.
Yet, Table 54, shows that it is very Iiiffieult for education to win

the population race. Improvements in the distribution of the
population by degree .have been extremely modest.

I oi th. rpolap, ft*vur
aftd P#7 41tutnI2s-i.1

tuntb:'?

',show
I rawroti. kicgm

_

t ikt. 44,0tat !tictlei UZI= 1 Des-cmNr

.7. in P 4,41
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Concluding remarks

The set of *Finns' derived above is of course indicative, in the
sense that the empirical base comes from only five countries and
the underlying surveys might suffer from sampling and other
problems.. However, cme cannot dismiss the fact that in the
countries surveyed some commonalities and divergences were
found. When these 'signals' are put together, the set of hints
might be interpreted as `messages' to the educational pladner.

Nobody has ever\lesigned a research programine whibh, when
conducted, will answer all sducational planning problems. Since
tins is unlikely to happen in the near future, we shall have to
content ourselves with partial hints or messages.'coming from
studies such as those surveyed in this booklet;
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